
SURVEY OF EFFECTIVENESS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS; 
U.S. HWY 501MO FLAT PROJECT: 

Name of Business Surveyed: 
# of Businesses surveyed= 39 

1) Have you visited the www.MOFLAT.com website? 
# of Businesses who visited the www.MOFLAT.com website = 9 
# of Businesses who knew about the website but have not visited=2 

2) If so, how often do you look to this website to keep you 
Informed on construction work, traffic alerts, etc.? 
(Is the website helpful) 

# of those 9 Businesses who found the website helpful =5 
Comments: Information isn't updated enough to keep up  to date, 
wants more detail, need more leadtime for traffic alerts 

3) Have you personally spoken to someone at the County 
Or the Public Relations firm of Hoyt Co. about your 
Construction concerns for this project? 

County staff spoken to: Julie Duchscherer/R/W DOT=30 
John Khaling/Construction= 2 
Adam Bane/DOT= 1 

HOYT Company=5 
Don't Know=l 
Haven't Spoken to Anyone from County o r  Hoyt= 3 

4) If so, did you feel that your questions/concerns were answered 
to your satisfaction? In a timely manner? Yes= 17 
Comments: Flyers self-explanatory, two yes answers were online only. 
Starbucks said it took too long to get an answer back. 

5) Has the additional: 
Signage ,CMS Boards ,August 2007 Newsletter, Press Releases 
helped you in keeping informed of construction work on this project? 
Comments: Resounding yes to all information that  has been handed out 
(except 2 said not helpful); Detour Signage & Email Blasts particularly 
helpful; One commit about Customers not informed enough -need to find 
better way to get information out to them. 

6) Understanding that construction is not a perfect science; 
On a scale of 1 to 5 - (5 ) being the highest score - 

Please rate your satisfaction with the effectiveness of the Public Relations 
efforts for this construction project. 
Scale of 1 to 5: 5= 17; 4=11; 3=5; 2=2; 1=1; No Score Given=3 




